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1. General Framework
1.1

Goals and Objectives
The Creekfront Entertainment District is the heart of the City of Glendale and is
intended to provide a broad diversity of retail and commercial uses to serve the
citizens of Glendale and the Denver metropolitan area. Specifically, the goals and
objectives for the Creekfront Entertainment District include:


Connect and support Infinity Park as a major international conference,
sports and recreation center.



Create a regional gateway to a unique retail, specialty and commercial
entertainment area that further defines Glendale as an Urban Village.



Develop a navigable Riverwalk within the Entertainment District that
attracts year round activities and services



Develop the Cherry Creek corridor as a “multi-use river corridor” that
provides for flood control and the protection of the public’s health,
safety and welfare while also encouraging wetland restoration, best
management

practices

for

water

quality

and

storm

water

management, bicycling, jogging, picnicking, and other passive and
active recreational opportunties


Encourage a long-term partnership of private and public ownerships
that combine to create an urban entertainment district that takes
advantage of the district’s unique location, access, natural amenities
and structure of local governance.

Overall, the establishment of the Creekfront Entertainment District is to serve as
the preeminent retail and specialty area within the Denver Metropolitan area.
1.2

Background and History
The City of Glendale was settled in 1859 and incorporated in 1952. Glendale is
considered the entertainment and commercial center of the greater Denver
Metropolitan Area. The City is located along the east side of Colorado Boulevard
(Colorado State Highway 2) from Alameda Boulevard to Mississippi Avenue and is
transected by Colorado’s most active transportation corridors.

Glendale is a

Home Rule Municipality within Arapahoe County with an estimated 2010
population of approximately 5,000. Surrounded by the City and County of Denver
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the City of Glendale is an enclave that has a long and cooperative relationship
with the City of Denver to provide fire, medical, water, sewer and many other
municipal services.
Based on its location and absence of for-sale residential housing the City enjoys
robust retail and sales tax revenues from such major retailers as; Target, Home
Depot, Whole Foods, King Sooper’s, Pet Smart, Walgreens, Barnes and Noble and
several other regional and national commercial entities.
Within the heart of Glendale is the proposed Creekfront Entertainment District.
(See Creekfront Entertainment District Map) Cherry Creek runs through the
center of the Creekfront Entertainment District and the famous Cherry Creek
Bikeway accommodates some 66,000 bicyclists per year. The western boundary
of the District is Colorado Boulevard with the acclaimed 1.2 million square foot
Cherry Creek Shopping Center only a mile away. To the east of the district is Four
Mile Historic Park which is an historic destination for all of Denver. Four Mile
House was built in 1859 and was a famous stage stop for travelers along the
Cherokee Trail located only “four miles from the center of downtown Denver”.
1.3

Legal and Policy Foundation
This Master Plan was conceived as a part of Glendale’s overall Future Land Use
Plan and is an addendum to the existing 1996 Land Use Plan adopted by City
Council.

The Glendale Land Use Master Plan refers to this area as “the

preeminent development site in the City.” In response to the importance of this
area the City has made a concerted effort to decommission its sewer treatment
plant and to invest in the revitalization of Cherry Creek South Drive.

The

addendum officially designates the CED land uses, height, bulk and density
related issues. As a part of the development review process a detailed
development agreement will be prepared that supports and confirms the legal,
property, infrastructure, cost-sharing, and other project related terms and
conditions for a project of this magnitude.
The CED is a special improvement area that requires its own set of planning and
design guidelines, standards and review and approval provisions for future
development. These terms, conditions, incentives and guidelines have been
briefly outlined within this document to convey to prospective developers and
the property owners the City’s very preliminary requirements for development
within the CED. These

“Creekfront Development District Guidelines” are not

intended to restrict development – rather they are prepared to clarify financial,
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legal, design, construction, maintenance, safety, regulatory compliance, and other
matters that directly influence private investment in the Creekfront Area. The CED
Planning and Design Guidelines are a “work in progress” and will continue to be
prepared, revised and enhanced throughout the Preliminary Development Plan
(PDP) planning process. In the event of any conflicts with the 1996 Land Use
Master Plan, this plan will supersede.

1.4

The Vision
The vision for achieving the Creekfront Entertainment District (CED) has been the
fundamental framework for all City planning, public improvements and private
development since the City was founded. Based on the City’s size, location and
long-term goals - the CED will be the centerpiece of a waterfront mixed use
development that provides for year-round activities, services and facilities that
are not provided within the greater Denver Metropolitan trade area. As one of
the major “landowners” within the project area the City envisions an
entertainment district that captures a broad variety of surrounding residents,
visitors and conference attendee’s to be attracted to the natural beauty of Cherry
Creek and an urban water feature that anchors the shops, restaurants, hotels, and
offices along this “Riverwalk”.
Metropolitan

area

with

this

There is no other location within the Denver
combination

of

dense

adjacent

historic

neighborhoods, excellent vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle access, and prime
frontage along Cherry Creek that has the opportunity to develop into a true
waterfront development.
The Creekfront Entertainment District (CED) proposes the vision and basic urban
structure for this preeminent development site in Glendale (Figure 5: Framework
Plan). It recognizes the property’s context within Arapahoe County, the City of
Denver, the Glendale community, and the importance of its relationship to
Colorado Boulevard, Cherry Creek, and Infinity Park. The Plan seeks to encourage
the transformation of this property into a more sustainable, habitable, and
memorable environment with its own distinct mix of uses, infrastructure, identity,
and character. The plan is the beginning of the effort to establish both a gateway
and core entertainment district for the City of Glendale that is unparallel in the
Denver Metropolitan area.
The proposed concept consists of an office, retail, hotel, and entertainment
neighborhood which recognizes existing development patterns, important urban
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connections and the need for a strong relationship to the currently underutilized
Cherry Creek greenway system. This new neighborhood will accommodate an
appropriate density and mix of uses which will adequately serve the greater
Denver metropolitan area for many generations.
The important characteristics of the CED are the following:
The Gateway | The CED Gateway is located at the intersection of South Colorado
Boulevard and East Virginia Street and includes the relocation and reconstruction
of Shotgun Willies with other retail and entertainment uses. The CED Gateway
proposes the widening of East Virginia Avenue, and a major mixed-use
development anchored with a hotel on the south side of Virginia Avenue, thus
announcing the new development.
Virginia Avenue | Virginia Avenue is widened and landscaped to provide access
and a northern transitional urban edge to the overall development. Virginia
Avenue will become a major retail shopping corridor streetscape that welcomes
shoppers to the CED and informs them of available parking, access to boutique
retail, commercial and entertainment opportunities.
The Entertainment Space/Hotel | The Entertainment Space/Hotel is a year
round urban space which accommodates a hotel on its Colorado Boulevard edge,
a complementary mix of entertainment uses into one spacious controlled
structure, and provides the western anchor for the Entertainment Street.
The Theater Complex/Hotel | Hotel and Theater uses provide an eastern and
western anchor for the Entertainment Street.
The Riverwalk | The Riverwalk is a 2,200 linear foot urban waterfront channel
that is navigable and provides immediate access to year-round retail and
commercial shopping and entertainment that does not exist in the Denver
Metropolitan area. The Riverwalk is an animated linear water feature that runs
the length of the CED and references the proximity of the natural water feature of
Cherry Creek.
Structured Parking | Conveniently located, visually attractive structured parking
reservoirs with ground level uses will be provided as part of a parking district.
Parking requirements will recognize shared parking opportunities.
The Bridge/Birch Street Connection | Birch Street is connected between
Virginia and Cherry Creek Drive with a highly visible iconic pedestrian and auto
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bridge allowing access into the property and most importantly, recognizing the
importance of a strong physical and visual connection to Infinity Park.
Cherry Creek Promenade | The Promenade is a paved urban walkway along the
northern bank of Cherry Creek oriented to the pedestrian edge of the
development and located above the 100-year flood level providing access to the
hotel, winter garden, retail and entertainment uses, as well as providing beautiful
commercial and retail courtyard and patio opportunities along Cherry Creek.
Cherry Creek Corridor | The Cherry Creek drainage zone will be reconstituted to
accommodate pedestrians, bicycles and active and passive use of the creekway.
The creek will be re-channeled, re-vegetated and terraced to incorporate
flooding elevations and storm water detention through bio-filtration and other
best management practices.
Sustainability | The CED master plan recommends scientific and state-of-the-art
solutions to be implemented to improve water quality, conserve energy and
feature natural water resources throughout the year along the creek. This will
incorporate many best management practices (BMP’s) that include; LEED
certification standards, green building strategies, a district energy system
encouraging

alternative

energy

sources,

water

collection

and

re-use,

maximization of parking efficiencies, and traffic demand management policies.

Proposed Development Scenario for are south of Virginia Avenue:
Retail/ Entertainment

Hotel

Office

Phase One:

245,000

200,000

300,000

Phase Two:

140,000

200,000

415,000

Total

385,000

400,000

715,000

Total Proposed Development: 1,500,000 gross square footage (GSF)
(See Framework Plan Exhibit and Aerial Perspective Exhibit)
Process | The CED and the illustrative plans and drawings need to be refined into
a Preliminary Development Plan that more realistically reflects certified site and
geotechnical conditions, hydrology, traffic, parking, regulatory approvals, water
rights, utilities, architectural footprints, development parcels, construction costs,
preliminary market and revenue projections and phasing. This level of planning,
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design and preliminary engineering will confirm that the CED is both suitable
(Physical and Natural) and feasible (Market and Financial) for both public and
private investment. It is anticipated that the selected developer would work
closely with the City in preparing the Preliminary Development Plan (PDP) and
refine much of what has been discussed and illustrated in this initial planning and
design effort.
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2. Public Involvement Process
2.1

The Task Force – Public and Private
The City of Glendale and several “Creekfront Area” property owners joined
together to fund the preparation of a Conceptual Framework Plan for the land on
the southeast corner of South Colorado Boulevard and East Virginia Avenue with
Cherry Creek running along its southern border. Both the private property owners
and the City value this Creekfront Area and sincerely believe it is the Gateway to
the City.
Beginning in February, 2010 and concluding in May, 2010 this “public private’
partnership held three (3) public planning workshops to discuss the future
development potential for this very special area. It was the intent of the
Conceptual Framework Plan to be the initial step in illustrating key connections
and linkages, proposing an appropriate mix of uses and activities, providing for
exceptional creekfront and urban water amenities and to illustrate a very
preliminary concept of how the Creekfront Area that may be developed in the
future.
While no guarantee was made or implied through this public and private
planning effort that any plan or document would be officially approved for
development – it was the intent to present this public/private work effort to the
Future Land Use Task Force for their review and consideration. In June, 2010 the
City of Glendale appointed by City Resolution by the Chairman of the City
Planning Commission to form a “Working Group” of public officials, City staff,
property owners and technical consultants to review and revise the Conceptual
Framework Plan that was prepared. The intent was to take the Conceptual
Framework Plan and revise the plan so that a formal Request for Qualifications
(RFQ) and Request for Development Proposals (RFP) could be issued by the end
of 2010 to qualified builders and developers. The document represents the vision
and concept that was the result of this six-month work effort.
The preparation of the Creekfront Entertainment District (CED) planning effort
was accomplished by many groups and individuals. The input, thoughts and land
use relationships were generated through an “open and public” process that
produced a remarkable vision for future development. Below is a partial listing of
some of the participants that were actively engaged in this process:
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Task Force Members


Mike Dunafon, Chairman



Jerry Peters, City Manager



Chuck Line, Deputy City Manager



Jeff Allen, City Council



Michael Gross, Glendale Police Department



Ali Kheirkhahi, MAK Investment, Property Owner



Nasrin Kholghy, MAK Investment, Property Owner



Saeed Kholghy, MAK Investment, Property Owner



Linda Cassaday, Deputy City Manager



Bob Taylor, Public Works

Consultant Team


The Antero Company
Development Advisor



Design Studios West
Master Planning, Urban Design & Landscape Architecture



Shears Adkins & Rockmore
Architecture & Urban Design



Wright Water Engineers
Hydrology & Floodplain



Turner Construction
Preliminary Construction Costs



TDA Colorado
Traffic, Access, and Circulation
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The approach that helped shape the vision was a public process involving many
citizen and community-wide meetings, charrettes, and public hearings. This
public process established a Task Force that worked for over a year on the
development of the Creekfront Entertainment District.

Public Work Sessions:
May 19, 2010- Public Work Session
May 26, 2010- Public Work Session
June 15, 2010- Public Work Session
July 20, 2010- Public Work Session
August 5, 2010- RFP Work Session 1, Part 1
August 6, 2010- RFP Work Session 1, Part 2
September 8, 2010- RFP Work Session 2
October 21, 2010- RFP Work Session 3

In addition to revising the Conceptual Framework Plan into the Creekfront
Entertainment District (CED) Master Plan, the City has adopted this plan to
encourage the uses, activities, services and provisions that have been illustrated
and defined in the CED. It is a firm commitment and expectation among the City
and property owners that the CED be a common and long-term development
objective. The City, property owners and the prospective master developer need
confirmation and certainty that the CED is both a shared vision and common
investment for all parties.
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3. District Character Design Guidelines
Urban design criteria in the form of Standards will guide developers and their
consultants through the process of creating a mixed-use, creek oriented, pedestrianfocused urban area within the project boundaries. While the Standards give guidance,
they are also reasonably flexible in order to respond to changing market conditions and
building types, as well as to encourage design creativity.
3.1

Urban Design Concepts
Dense, Mixed-Use and Walkable Urban Development
The vision is to create a truly mixed-use, high density entertainment district that
combines office, hotel, dining, and retail together in a high density, mixed use,
walkable urban center. The street and open space network will facilitate
connections with the existing Cherry Creek waterway and the new riverwalk.
The Riverwalk
The Riverwalk is an urban channel and organizing element which reinforces the
east-west connectivity of the development. This channel will be animated with
boats and various features which celebrate water and the linear urban character
of the adjacent buildings. The channel will be shallow allowing the edges to be
without railings. Periodic bridging with adequate clearance for boats will be
necessary to allow cross movement.
Main Street
Ground floor pedestrian-active uses line the street, with residential, hotel and/or
office space above the ground floor uses. The street is designed to support
sidewalk cafes, and encourage night-time entertainment and dining activities.
Garage access and curb cuts off these main streets are limited (but allowed) to
minimize pedestrian / vehicular conflicts.
Streets / Pedestrian Network and Variety
A grid of streets and blocks distribute both vehicular and pedestrian circulation
throughout the development. This avoids overloading of any particular street
with excessive traffic. It also provides multiple choices for vehicular and
pedestrian access, and good way-finding characteristics.
Building Form and Use Orientation
Buildings are the primary creator of spatial enclosure on the street, and should
reinforce a pedestrian-scale environment. Buildings should be oriented to the
street or public right-of-way in order to support an active public environment.
Buildings should be formed to promote sun and sky exposure to public streets
and plazas, allowing for shade and shelter as appropriate.
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Parks, Open Space, and Plazas
Primary open spaces are provided to introduce substantial amounts of vegetation
into the urban environment. These open public spaces are of adequate size,
configuration, and proportion to serve a variety of active and passive needs,
including informal recreation, relaxation and community interaction.
Plazas also organize space for groups of buildings and to allow for additional
space adjacent to buildings to accommodate amenities such as café seating,
sculpture and planters.

3.2

Architecture:
Building Form, Height and Massing
The overall urban massing principles employed are:
 Building heights from approximately 100’ to 250’ maximum height, in a
graduated fashion, locating the lower height at the perimeter and
building up in height inward. This build up of density provides views from
within the development and creates a sensitively scaled development.
 Grouping of the highest densities along Virginia Ave. unifies the district
and allows solar access to the waterway and main street amenity spaces.
Specific property development shall incorporate these principles:
 A minimum of 75% of the length of ground floor street facades of
buildings shall provide space for pedestrian-oriented uses.
 Buildings shall orient Primary Façades and functioning entries toward the
street, toward a public plaza, or pedestrian way that directly leads to a
street.
 Roofs of elevated parking structures are to be landscaped and offer
opportunities for roof top recreation, pools and landscaping for the
building occupants.
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Setbacks
Setbacks are established to:
 Provide visual and acoustic privacy, establish view corridors and scale the
buildings to the overall urban fabric.
 To shape the location of building walls, and to define and contain the
street space in a way that reinforces pedestrian activity and creates a
coherent “place”.
 To moderate scale changes between adjacent buildings, including
buildings across the street from each other.
 To provide human scale along public and private streets and sidewalks.
 To promote sun and sky exposure to public streets, parks and plazas,
allowing for shade and shelter as appropriate.
 To emphasize important corners, and create views of important buildings
along streets.
The primary setbacks established are as follows:
 75% of any building’s street-facing facade up to a minimum of 100’ in
height shall be located on the property line or public park or plaza
boundary. This zone shall be referred to as the “Build-to Zone.” Building
facades at or lower than 100’ in height must follow this standard. The
maximum setback within the Build-To Zone is 15’.
 Buildings may be set back further than the maximum setback at important
corners in order to provide additional pedestrian space, or to provide
exposure to signature buildings and building elements.
 Side/rear yard setbacks separate buildings along shared property
boundaries, allowing for light and ventilation into podium and garages
and space for potential surface vehicle access.
 For all buildings higher than 100’ a minimum 10’ upper level step-back
shall be provided for at least fifty percent (50%) of the street facing
building façade for any portion of the building higher than 40’.
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Architectural Character
The intent is that the character of this development will be contemporary. The
buildings should honestly express their use, the technology of the 21st Century,
be of their time, and endure over time.

The design character should avoid

historic reference, fashion, and thematic references. This approach will insure
that this development communicates an identity that is its own and unique and
not a reference to the past or other development projects. The overall character
should communicate integrity in design and thinking; therefore, guaranteeing a
development distinguished in every way.
Parking
 The visual presence of automobile circulation, surface parking and
garages should be minimized by locating parking access away from
primary building entries and providing screening where necessary.
 Parking garages shall be located to the interior of the block or over
ground floor pedestrian-oriented uses, and except for access drives, shall
not interrupt the ground-floor street frontage.
 For any parking structure façade directly adjoining, or within 20’ of a
street ROW, pedestrian-active uses shall be provided on its ground floor
along at least 75% of its street frontage including lobbies, and pedestrian
access areas.
 Parking garage facades oriented to public streets or Open Spaces shall
include architectural elements that provide variety and human scale.
Sustainability
It is the City’s vision that this development embraces high standards of
environmental and economic sustainability in planning, design, construction, and
operations. It is hoped that an integrated design and construction process will
identify opportunities for creating a sustainable project using accepted means of
measurement.
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FIGURE 5: FRAMEWORK PLAN
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FIGURE 6: AERIAL PERSPECTIVE

